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Summary: 
Create a "Pick it Up" advertising campaign that targets students and local community 
members. The campaign will encourage and promote taking pride in your everyday 
space and ultimately your community. This project will not only promote a proactive 
approach for individuals to do their part in creating a cleaner environment, but also 
encourage students to incorporate sustainability practices and transform the way they 
think about their personal communities in which they interact  every day. 
 
Objectives: 

 Educate students on issues related to sustainable living 

  Create a sense of empathy toward our environment. 

  Key words to use in the designs: Sustainability, Lifestyle, Community, Reduce Waste, 
             Global Civil Society, Commons, Systems Thinking, Effort to Effect Change 
 
Goals: 

 Offer a plan of action / other alternatives. 

 Inspire Mass Action and Social Change. 

 Help individuals think about how they can make things better for future generations. 
 
Explanation: 

 Students will design a poster, email blast, a web banner promotion and social media 
post designs and relative text. 

 Students may work alone or in groups of two 
 
Rules/Instructions: 

 The theme for the campaign is "Pick it Up” 

 Create a visual presentation to show all ideas and sketches and written copy for 
      advertisements 

 Posters will be printed on tabloid size paper (11in x 16in "recycled paper") 
 
Evaluation: 

 Final Designs will be graded based on a rubric 

 Students will make a PowerPoint presentation on final designs to be presented on 
designated due date in class 

 Students will answer 3 follow-up questions at the end of the project on what they have 
learned about sustainability and creating an effort to effect change. 


